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Twitter's new relaxed
character count limits
have finally arrived

Google is planning to
announce a boatload of
new stuff in October

Over Half Of Tablet Users
Share Device: GWI

Twitter update shows
how fast companies
respond to your
complaints

Longer tweets have ﬁnally arrived.

Now that you're done lusting over jet

It’s well-known that device sharing,

Twitter is introducing changes to

The changes Twitter announced to its

black iPhones, it's time to turn your

especially for PCs, laptops and games

improve one of the microblogging site's

character limit earlier this year are

attention toward Google. You know,

consoles, is common between multiple

oldest use cases: Customer support.

now starting to roll out to users. The

the guys who make Android and

members of a household. But a Global

Businesses on Twitter can now access

update means that photos, GIFs, polls,

Chrome. And what a bonanza the

Web Index report – examines that the

several new features to publicly reveal

videos and quoted tweets will no

company reportedly has in store for

same trend is also clear in context to

how they interact with customers on

longer count toward your 140-

Oct. 4. Next week, Google is expected

tablets. Over half (55 percent) of the

the site. Starting Thursday, businesses

character limit. Media attachments

to drop even more goodies —

tablet audience say that at least one

can choose to display response time

and quoted tweets will no longer

products and changes that could

other person has use of their device.

and hours of availability on their

count toward your limit, so tweets

potentially change Android and

Some 14 percent say that three or more

proﬁles. The direct message button has

containing these items can now be

Chrome forever.

other people are using their tablet.

also been enlarged.
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The United Nations Is
Helping Filmmakers in
Every Country Tell Stories
Using Virtual Reality

Ad Tech Companies Are
Testing New Formats Like
Virtual Reality and 360
Video

Instagram Is Finally
Letting Users Zoom In on
Photos and Videos

Facebook Updates
Messenger For Seamless
Advertiser Experience

Now, the UN is launching UNVR, a

Brands and their agencies increasingly

Instagram is finally giving users a way to

When advertisers select Messenger

mobile app that will be a destination for

are testing the limits of VR and 360

get a closer look at photos and videos.

as a destination for News Feed ads,

VR films created by the UN and

mobile video ad formats on

The Facebook-owned app today

they can use any call-to-action in

filmmakers around the world.

publishers' sites as audiences grow

announced users can now zoom in on still

their ad, such as ‘Shop Now’ or

weary of banners and preroll. What's

and moving images, a feature that will likely

‘Learn more’ to link to Messenger.

Thanks to partnerships with Samsung

pretty clear is that in a world that is

be a welcome addition to the platform's

All clicks on those News Feed ads

and Oculus, the intergovernmental

increasingly mobile and in a world that

more than 500 million monthly users.

will directly open up a Messenger

organization is using its massive reach to

has all these options, 360 is a great

However, zooming is less of a pinch and

thread. Facebook is simplifying the

distribute 360-degree camera gear to

step into really immersive, really

more of a pull; users have to press on an

payment and checkout experience

more than 100 UN countries so

interesting ad experiences. Brands

area of the photo or video they want to

in order to reduce the overall

filmmakers can tell their own stories

that are already using 360 ads say

focus on and separate their fingers to

friction between wanting

about where they live.

they are happy with the results.

activate the feature.

something and getting it.
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longer.
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